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Chirped electromagnetic emission at frequencies from 30 to 300 kHz is commonly observed

in toroidal magnetic traps during the Alfven wave turbulence driven by high-energy beam ions

or alpha particles [1, 2]. The frequency sweeping events of energetic particle-driven Alfven

instabilities were detected on DIII-D, JT-60U, ASDEX-Upgrade, MAST, NSTX, START, and

LHD machines with neutral beam injection heating. To study and interpret such chirping pat-

terns the “holes and clumps” mechanism (or Berk-Breizman model [3]) has been suggested,

where the simultaneous observation of several chirping bursts in the same frequency range is de-

scribed as the formation of nonlinear phase-space structures in a proximity of the wave-particle

resonances of a kinetically unstable plasma.

In the laboratory experiment we observe potentially the same mechanism acting in a much

higher frequency domain. Our data provide the experimental evidence of spontaneous forma-

tion of self-consistent structures similar to the Bernstein-Green-Kruskal waves near the wave-

particle resonances in the millimeter-wave frequency domain in a laboratory mirror-confined

plasma. This work is devoted to the study of fine time-frequency characteristics of the electro-

magnetic radiation, which has been made possible only recently with the advent of methods for

measuring the electromagnetic field with high temporal resolution. First experimental results

were discussed in [4], here we will analyze general features of the frequency sweeping events

in decaying ECR discharge plasma.

The experiments were conducted with the plasma of electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) dis-

charge sustained by gyrotron radiation (frequency 37.5 GHz, power up to 80 kW, pulse duration

1 ms) in the table-top open axially symmetric mirror magnetic trap. Plasma is initiated and sup-

ported under ECR conditions at the fundamental cyclotron harmonic 37.5 GHz corresponded

to the magnetic field strength 1.34 T. The resonance surface is situated between the magnetic

mirror and the center of the discharge chamber. The setup is working in a pulse-periodic regime

with about 10 seconds delay between shots. The detailed description of the setup and diagnos-

tics may be found in [5].

For the measurements of microwave plasma emission we used a broadband horn antenna

with a uniform bandwidth in the range from 2 to 20 GHz and the high-performance oscilloscope
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(Keysight DSA-Z 594A, analog bandwidth 59 GHz, sampling rate 160 GSample/s). The antenna

bandwidth covered frequencies up to the second harmonic of the electron gyrofrequency fce

in the trap center. The dynamic spectra were calculated from the recorded data by short-time

Fourier transform with a Hamming window together with the original noise reduction algorithm.

The plasma of the ECR discharge consists of at least two components: a cold dense com-

ponent (Nc ∼ 1012 −1013 cm−3, Tc ∼ 100−300 eV) with an isotropic velocity distribution and

the less dense component of hot electrons (Nh ∼ 1010 − 1011 cm−3 and an energy from 10 to

hundreds of keV) with anisotropic distribution function [5].

Experiments were performed in two gases – nitrogen and argon. In these gases plasma de-

cay process, which starts after the ECR heating is switched off, is characterized with different

time scales. The decay of a nitrogen plasma is faster due to the dissociative recombination of

molecular ions, which is the main recombination mechanisms at the late decay stage [6]. In an

argon plasma, the plasma density decay is mostly defined by the three-body electron recom-

bination. In total 54 experimental shots were recorded in a nitrogen plasma, while only 23 of

them contained the frequency sweeping events discussed below. At the same parameters of the

experiment the fraction of unstable events in an argon plasma is much less: 146 experimental

shots were recorded, while only 11 cases of the instability have been found.

Microwave emission with frequency sweeping events is observed at a plasma decay stage

with a delay of 0.1-2 ms after the ECR heating switch-off. The time delay between the end of

ECR heating and the start of instability development could be explained by a polarization de-

pression effect of the background plasma [4], when instability is suppressed in a dense plasma.

Another important feature which accompanies the instability is a decreasing ambient magnetic

field.

As a rule, the instability starts from a broadband continuous emission at frequencies below

electron gyrofrequency fce with a bandwidth about 1 GHz. After the initial phase, which is out

of the scope of the present study, the emission is observed only in a few frequency bands which

are independent of the experimental conditions. The emission frequency is always less than the

electron gyrofrequency in the trap center. Within each frequency band the emission spectrum

is a set of fast narrowband chirping bursts, which from periodical batches with several bursts

or quasi-continuous series of bursts with a duration up to 1 ms. The instability development is

illustrated in Figure 1, where the dynamic spectrum is shown.

The statistical evaluation of the experimental data suggests that separate frequency bands in

the emission spectra are similar for each experimental shot in a certain gas. Figure 2 shows

histograms of the emission frequencies of separate chirps for the discharge in nitrogen and
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Figure 1: The dynamic spectrum of plasma microwave emission with frequency sweeping events. White

line shows the evolution of the electron cyclotron frequency in the trap center.

argon. It is seen that there are several narrow frequency peaks from which chirps with raising

and falling frequencies start. The width of the peaks is defined by the maximum frequency

change from the initial frequency in the chirping structures. For the nitrogen discharge the peaks

are located at 4.35, 4.9, 6.2, 7.3, 7.6 and 9 GHz. For the argon discharge the peaks are located

at 7.6, 8.8, 9 and 9.85 GHz. The locations of the frequency peaks do not depend on ambient

magnetic field. Therefore, it could be linked to the excitation of certain electromagnetic modes

of a metal discharge chamber, see Figure 2. Presence of rarefied background plasma shifts

these eigen frequencies. Such shifts, related to the increase in the plasma dielectric response

for the extraordinary waves that interact with electrons, explain the experimentally observed

slow decrease in the “central” frequencies of the transients in time and its approaching to the

fundamental ECR frequency in the decreasing magnetic field. Matching to the observable shifts

of 1-10 MHz allows to estimate the background plasma density as ∼ 5×1010 cm−3. Full-wave

numerical simulations of a plasma-filled cylindrical cavity are performed with the technique

described in Ref. [7].

On the other hand, the frequency sweeping by hundreds of MHz inside a transient, may be

explained by the excitation of unstable modes due to the presence of a small group of elec-

trons with the relativistic-downshifted gyrofrequency close to one of eigenfrequencies of the

discharge chamber. As an electromagnetic mode grows, such a group forms a long-living, as

compared to the linear growth, structure in the electron distribution function, so-called holes

(a depletion of particles) and clumps (an excess of particles). Their subsequent evolution in a

phase space is synchronized to the change in wave frequency, thus leading to chirping patterns

in dynamical spectra of unstable waves. A distinctive feature of the instability under investi-
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Figure 2: The histogram of the emission frequencies of separate chirps for the discharge in nitrogen

(blue) and for the discharge in argon (red). Peaks of the electromagnetic response characteristic (solid

green line) correspond to the eigenmodes of the vacuum chamber without plasma.

gation is the significant effect of electron collisions with the background plasma providing a

dissipation channel for electromagnetic energy, which however may act as a source for specific

“negative-energy” hole-clump structures related to the chirped elements in the emission spec-

tra [8]. Complete theoretical description of this process in our experimental conditions is still a

challenge.
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